The accuracy of overhead conductor temperature model is easily affected by the sampling frequency of current and weather conditions. Due to the cost limitation and communication difficulty of the monitoring systems, the current and weather conditions is commonly sampled with the large sampling steps in the real engineering. The accuracy of calculated conductor temperature would be decreased, since the overhead conductor temperature model have to be calculated with the large discrete steps. In this paper, a method, combining the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm and quadratic function interpolation, is proposed to improve the accuracy of overhead conductor temperature model under the large discrete steps. The calculating example indicated the validity of proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
Since the conductor temperature reflects the dynamic thermal performance of overhead transmission lines, it is an important parameter for the operation safety assessment of transmission line. In the recent years, the conductor temperature becomes more and more important for the power system, because it is widely used in the researches such as transmission line life cycle assessment [1] , local hotspot location [2] , line dynamic rating estimation [3] [4] [5] [6] and electro-thermal coordination [7] theory development.
At present, a conductor temperature model, expressed as a first-order nonlinear differential equation, is widely used to calculate conductor temperature. This model comes from IEEE standard 738-2012 [8] and can be called IEEE model for short. In IEEE model, the conductor temperature is mainly affected by the current and weather conditions so that the accuracy of this model is affected by the time resolution of current and weather conditions. Although in the IEEE standard, the forward Euler algorithm is recommended to discretize IEEE model, this algorithm would lead to large calculation error when the current and weather conditions are sampled with the large steps. In the actual project, the sampling frequency of the line monitoring system is hard to improve dramatically under the constraints of power supply mode, communication mode, maintenance difficulty and system cost [9] [10] . That means it is necessary to improve the accuracy of conductor temperature model under the large discrete steps.
In this paper, a method combining the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm and quadratic function interpolation, is proposed to calculate conductor temperature model. The calculating example indicates that the proposed method can improve calculated accuracy even though the model is discretized with the large discrete steps.
II. OVERHEAD CONDUCTOR TEMPERATURE MODEL
The IEEE standard shows that the overhead conductor temperature is mainly affected by current and ambient weather conditions. Therefore, the overhead conductor temperature can be expressed as:
where c q is convection heat loss rate, r q is radiated heat loss rate, C is specific heat of conductor material, c T is conductor temperature, s q is heat gain rate from sun, I is conductor current, ( ) c R T is AC resistance of conductor at temperature c T .
The parameters in (1) can be calculated by: 
for nature convection 
T is ambient air temperature,  is emissivity, p mC is total heat capacity of conductor,  is solar absorptivity, solar K is solar altitude correction factor, s Q is total solar and sky radiated heat intensity,  is effective angle of incidence of the sunshine rays, ' A is projected area of conductor.
Obviously, this overhead conductor temperature model is a first-order nonlinear differential equation. Although the forward Euler algorithm is recommended to discretize IEEE model with 1-min time step in IEEE standard, this algorithm would lead to large calculation error when the current and weather conditions are sampled with the time steps larger than 1-min.
In fact, the Runge-Kutta algorithm is regionalized as a high accuracy discretization algorithm under the large discrete step. In numerical analysis, the Runge-Kutta algorithms are a family of implicit and explicit iterative methods. The most widely known member of the Runge-Kutta family is generally referred to as "fourth-order Runge-Kutta" or "RK4" and 1 s , 2 s , L , m s it can be expressed as: 
Compared with the forward Euler algorithm, the fourth- is adopted to calculate the conductor temperature at next time point and this weighted slope can estimate the slope between the time interval with higher accuracy.
III. THE ACCURACY ANALYSIS OF OVERHEAD CONDUCTOR TEMPERATURE MODEL UNDER THE LARGE DISCRETE STEPS
In order to analyze the accuracy of overhead conductor temperature model under the large discrete step, a calculating example is performed. In this calculating example, the conductor type is LGJ240/30 and its thermal and electrical parameters are shown in Table I . 
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Then, the conductor temperature is calculated with the discrete steps of 1min, 5min, 10min and 20min. Figure IV and Figure V show the calculated conductor temperature and the calculated error respectively. According to the IEEE standard, the conductor temperature, calculated with the discrete step of 1min, can be treated as results with the highest accuracy. Hence, it can be found that the calculated accuracy is decreased with the increasing of the discrete step. Especially, the maximum conductor temperature (71.73°C) cannot be calculated when the discrete step is set to be 20min. This is because the fourthorder Runge-Kutta algorithm miss the time point corresponding to the maximum conductor temperature in such large discrete step. This means the result calculated with the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm would be unreliable under the discrete steps, although the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm have higher accuracy than the forward Euler algorithm. 
IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD

A. Principle of Proposed Method
As mentioned above, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm would miss the maximum conductor temperature under the large discrete steps. To improve the accuracy of overhead conductor temperature model, a method combining the fourthorder Runge-Kutta algorithm and quadratic function interpolation, is proposed in this paper.
The proposed method calculates conductor temperature by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta arithmetic in the first step. Then, the time points i corresponding to the monotonicity change of conductor temperature are found out according to the calculated results. After that, the current and weather conditions during the time point 1 i  to +1 i , can be supplemented by the quadratic interpolation. The quadratic interpolation function can be expressed as: 
Where t v , t S and t I are supplemented wind speed, sun intensity and line current , respectively. The coefficients in the quadratic interpolation function can be calculated as (take the coefficients v a , v b and v c as example):
Where i v and t is the wind speed and the time value at time point i , respectively.
Finally, the conductor temperature during the time point 1 i  to +1 i can be calculated by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta arithmetic again with the small time steps. Thus, the maximum conductor temperature can be calculated and the calculated accuracy can be improved.
B. Validation of Proposed Method
To validate the proposed method, this method is used to calculate the example shown in the Section 3. Table II show the parameters of the improved model's quadratic interpolation function. Figure VII and Figure VIII show the calculated conductor temperature and the calculated error, respectively. It can be found that the maximum conductor temperature calculated with the proposed method under the discrete step of 20min is 72.05°C, which is very close to the real maximum temperature. This demonstrates that the proposed method can improve the calculated accuracy of conductor temperature model with the large discrete step. The conductor temperature calculated with the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm would be unreliable under the discrete steps, although the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm have higher accuracy than the forward Euler algorithm. To improve the accuracy of overhead conductor temperature model, a method combining the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm and quadratic function interpolation, is proposed in this paper. The calculating example indicates that the proposed method can improve calculated accuracy even though the model is discretized with the large discrete steps.
